1967 Mercedes-Benz W111/112
Lot sold

USD 0
GBP 0 (listed)

Baujahr

1967

Kilometerstand
Getriebe
Losnummer

7 943 mi / 12 784
km
Automatik

Lenkung

Rechts

Zustand

Gebraucht

Standort
Außenfarbe

Sonstige

Automobiltyp

Sonstige

156

Beschreibung
"The values of these wonderful cars are now following the same upward climb as the Pagodas; and in
this condition represent an extremely sound investment as well as being a real delight to own and
drive. In March 1962, Mercedes-Benz released the 300SE Coupé. Due to marketing reasons this car,
like its sedan stable mate, was kept apart from the W111 220SE that was launched in 1960 and had
its own chassis number W112, which envisioned it as a successor to the W187 300S two-door series,
rather than the Ponton range. The car was featured with a chrome strip, air suspension and the
Daimler-Benz top of the range 2996cc, M189 engine and, as such, this vehicle remained deliberately
split from the rest of the W111 family to emphasise the differences in the much higher level of
specification.
Originally registered on 19th September 1967, this delightful 300SE has been the subject of a ground
up restoration circa five years ago resulting in a near perfect example of a W112 coupé. A £12,000
rebuild of the engine together with the replacement of all the fuel and brake lines, using only
Mercedes-Benz parts, give this car a driving performance that almost takes it back to the day it left
the factory. Contained within the history file are over 40 pages of invoices detailing the parts and
work that was carried out during the restoration. The bodywork, the original factory colour, is simply
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stunning and the chromework is in pristine condition. The original leather is also in excellent order
and extremely supple. The Wilton carpets are as new and the woodwork and headlining are in
excellent order. Supplied with a V5C registration document and a full years MoT test certificate; a
very well presented example of this extremely stylish motorcar."
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